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The sluggish imagination
Humans, animals and machines in motion can be hard to follow. As part of their quite ordinary
practices their actions are done together and apart, in and out of synch. Born ceaselessly forward
their actions project, interrupt and align with one another. As we study them we find ourselves
getting lost in amongst questions: what happened after that? who did that? did they do it at all?
Methodologies for securing quite what did happen derived their impetus from a wager. Leland
Stanford bets a considerable sum of money against John Isaac that while galloping, at certain points,
a horse is no longer touching the ground. The photographer and camera-experimenter Edweard
Muybridge is asked to provide evidence that will settle this wager one way or the other. One fast
photograph of the ungrounded feet manages to settle the bet. The vestige of that first inquiry remain
with us in the photo-finish. That uncertain moment over, Stanford releases the resources to build the
devices that allow Stanford and Muybridge to study galloping. The photographic mechanism for the
proto-film recording is constructed from lines of still cameras along a track that are triggered by
wires. The playback mechanism is another machine that then runs the images for the viewer and is
called the zoopraxiscope. Muybridge tours the world with the zoopraxiscope, introducing the
concept of the sequential film recording as a technology for an ambitious set of inquiries into the
motion of humans and animals.
Ninety years later, the newly emergent group of ethnomethodologists adopted lightweight but timelimited film cameras and the longer run but barely portable early video cameras (Hill & Crittenden,
1968). Why they did so is usually encapsulated in a brief quote from Harold Garfinkel (Garfinkel,
1967) which, in turn quoting Herbert Spiegelberg (Maynard, 2012), describes video as an aid to the
sluggish imagination. A remark that seems to push us in quite a diﬀerent direction from the
zoopraxiscope as a revelatory device like the microscope or telescope that allows us to see things in a
detail unavailable to the naked human eye. What Garfinkel gestures toward is instead that when we
have diﬃculty supplying the details of how embodied, mobile practices are organised and their
organisation made visible, video will quicken our sociological imaginations. His early collaborator
Harvey Sacks was also working with devices for recording, though in his case it is the tape recorder.
He also warns his students about the limits of their imagination (Sacks, 1992). It is not all that far
from Garfinkel’s remark yet he settles on the surprise to be found in them that people accomplish
things and do it in certain shared ways that our conventional accounts of what people do tell us they
simply do not or would not do nor would they do it that way. Stanford wins, horses fly. In
ethnomethodology and conversation analysis, the video recording and the action-replay are drawn
into the dialectics of the imaginative structure of the world and matters of fact (Raﬀel, 1979).
Muybridge’s first recording shows us that following things in flight, be they horses, dirty jokes
(Sacks, 1978) or soil samples (Goodwin, 1999), can turn upon quite a complex set-up of recording
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equipment. To settle the bet Muybridge had to make sure the hooves were not missed by the
cameras; a primary concern of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis is not to lose the
phenomenon in the recording (Garfinkel & Rawls, 2002)1 . Muybridge stripped away the settings in
which the motion that he was interested in recording was happening. His horses ran against a white
wall for maximum visibility, his later studies of human motion were carried out against black walls
with square grids marked out on them (fig. 1). His studies blocked out the social world to focus on
physiology, to the point where his boxers, dancers and cleaners were stripped even of their clothes.
As students of worldly aﬀairs ethnnomethodologists leave the clothes on, put back the furniture and
find ways of filming in the organised mess of all manner of real worldly places in their desire to
follow human and animal motion in, and through, complex social settings, be they everyday (Ryave
& Schenkein, 1974), workplace (Luﬀ, Hindmarsh, & Heath, 2000) or scientific (Goodwin, 1997).
In the fifty years since ethnomethodologists and conversation analysts first started using the
recording devices to record, replay and re-witness all manner of practices, the audio-visual recorders
have become themselves more suited to following things in motion.

Fig 1. Edweard Muybridge - selection from gymnastics studies
What I aim to do in what follows is to consider three common forms of mobility and the camera
set-ups that have been assembled in order to try not to lose the thing, where losing it and finding it
are ever present issues. Driving, cycling and walking together are practices that I have familiarity
with through either having recorded them myself or being involved with discussions around what
cameras to use, how to position them and the ensuing assessment of how those recordings turned
out. As Luﬀ et al. note (Luﬀ & Heath, 2012) “unlike methodological debates surrounding the
accomplishment and use of interviews, fieldwork and even focus groups, the discussion concerning
video is still constrained to a small number of issues” p256. Their discussion of camera angles in
video methodologies more generally parallels many of the concerns of this chapter on mobility in
particular.
At times in the writing there will something of the “user manual” about describing camera set-ups
which may now divide those readers from those that will know pour over this text delighted to
finally find a “how to” (and might be disappointed by the lack of instructions) and those that try
their best to consistently avoid instructions, manuals and the like. By falling somewhere inbetween I
fear I will only dis-satisfy both parties.

1 David Good {Goode:2007tp} provides a more detailed history of Muybridge and the rise of videography in
his unpublished appendix (available from him directly).
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Set-up 1: Handheld from the passenger seat - following the action
My first attempts to use video to record mobile practices arose out of a project with Chris Philo
studying how oﬃce work was being undertaken in cars (Laurier, 2004). At that time, mobile phones
and portable computers were only just becoming commonplace for company employees and
transforming the nature of what could be done during car journeys. Mobile ethnographies in, and
of, multiple sites were coming to the fore and marking out a change from the tradition of the
ethnographer settling for long periods into one fieldsite (Cook & Crang, 1995; Marcus, 1995).
Geographers, anthropologists and others were becoming interested in doing ethnographies that
followed people and/or things as they themselves moved from one place to another, sometimes
inspired by actor-network theory (Latour, 1987) and sometimes not. For our project, the usual
studying an organisation would be its oﬃces and so, to follow the oﬃce as it was mobilised we
locate the ethnographer in the car. The realities of an in-car ethnography are a little more peculiar, of
course, because that places the ethnographer in close proximity in the passenger seat rather than at
at the safe distance of a spare desk.
Retracing the intellectual set-up of my video use, I was only just becoming interested in
ethnomethodology via Lynch’s work in science studies (Lynch, 1993) and conversation analysis for
analysing interview materials (Laurier, 1999). While they were not particularly video-friendly I was
still equally or more interested in the socio-material studies of Law and Latour (Law, 1991) and
how it was being taken up by Thrift (Thrift, 1996), Hinchliﬀe (Hinchliﬀe, 1996) and others in
human geography. Alongside these intellectual concerns, cultural geography’s engagement with
experiments in representational forms through reflexive writing strategies (Ashmore, 1989), new
media and visuality (Rose, 2001) was shaping both how I documented my fieldwork and how it was
written up. The set-up of the theory did influence the plan for setting up the video recording
workers in their cars from the passenger seat. Going beyond the audio would help make
apprehensible the roles played by materials and new technologies. The camera itself should try and
follow the things.
One thing we got right in that early project was that while we had a brand new camcorder and were
pretty keen to use it, we held back. Following the procedures established by Rod Watson in studying
truck drivers work for the US Forest Service (Watson, 1999), for each of the half-dozen workers
that I shadowed, I spent a week travelling with them and becoming familiarised with their routines
before filming anything. A week spent learning the basics of their work in the car and how it related
to the other parts of the job, learning a little bit about their biographies and letting them get used to
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my presence doing the kind of passenger seat
ethnography that Jack Katz was using to to
study road rage (Katz, 2001). I was becoming
what Lave and Wenger called a ‘legitimate
peripheral participant’ (Lave & Wenger,
1991) with a legitimate peripheral camera.
What the first week also allowed me to do
was prepare for the filming to follow by
planning and discussing with each participant
what sorts of events in the cars I would like to
video record over the next week.
During the week of filming I sat with the
camcorder in my lap ready to switch it on and
begin recording the work activities as they
Fig 2 - frame grab of Ally looking A to Z
happened. Another thing that we got
reasonably right was trying to minimise the
distraction and disruption created by filming
(see also (Esbjornsson, Juhlin, & Weilenmann, 2007)). How I accomplished this in the car was by
having the camera in such a position that it could always record, turning oﬀ the beep and the red
light that signalled the beginning and ending of recording. Why do this? Because the starting and
stopping of a recording raise questions for the person being recorded of ‘why now?’ Any
ethnographer that has used a notebook will know that the very act writing in the notebook distracts
research subjects. They ask themselves, or you directly, ‘why are you writing something done now?
what did I do? what did I say?’ These are all interesting questions to answer and could be answered
but if they are at the time, then, whatever it was that you wanted to record has promptly evaporated.
There were however problems with the set-up that became apparent as the phenomenon we were
following did not so much get lost as become abbreviated. By having the ethnographer start filming
whenever an interesting event began happening, the event had already begun happening and so how
it first began was missing (Heath, Hindmarsh, & Luﬀ, 2010). Following the thing with the camera
systematically missed the beginnings of the movement and routinely provided an incomplete record
(Luﬀ & Heath, 2012).
Set-up 2: A pair of fixed cameras - the participants and what they see
When five years later I had the opportunity to record car-based practices for a second time as part
of the Habitable Cars project2 with Barry Brown and Hayden Lorimer, we rethought the earlier
approach (Laurier et al., 2008). Breaking what had been continuous fieldwork into two stages the
passenger-seat ethnography now ran for a first week and, when it was complete, the cameras were
given to the participants to film themselves. As with the earlier one camera set-up, during the first
week I had a chance to get know the car’s occupants, their relationships to one another, their
accounts of why they drove the way they did and so on.
A common solution in workplaces like oﬃces to creating a more complete record is to use fixed
cameras that a provide a mid-shot (Luﬀ & Heath, 2012) however the restricted space of the car
removes that possibility. The solution was to adopt and adapt a dual camera set-up for filming
within cars developed by Lorenza Mondada on the Espace, Mobilités, Interactions, Corps (EMIC)
project (Mondada, 2012). One camera was filming the road ahead while the other was pointed
2

http://web2.ges.gla.ac.uk/~elaurier/habitable_cars/
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inwards toward the car travellers. In film terminology the former is called a “point of view” shot and
that nicely describes its utility for studying mobility. The latter, as we have already noted, is
somewhere between a mid-shot and a medium close-up. Both cameras were attached to the
dashboard using sticky-backed velcro. With a short distance and a wide field to capture Mondada
used fish-eye lenses. The small adaptations used for Habitable Cars were to insert the cameras into
foam cubes and attach semi-fish eye lenses. The cubes made stowing the cameras quick and easy
while also reducing vibration from the road. The rearward-forward set-up provided a degree of
access to the perspective available from the front seats of the car while also recording the front seats
of the car and limited parts of the backseats (see fig. 3). Recently this set-up has been
straightforward, not to mention smaller, through the manufacture of a series of cameras that are
built with rearward and forward facing lenses.

Fig .3 Twin camera set-up
As you can see from fig 3, the front-facing camera provided a limited access to the view of the road
ahead. This view is frequently central to making sense of the talk and gestures of driver and
passenger and indeed the larger course of action that the car was involved in (e.g. cornering, waiting
at traﬃc lights, cruising on the motorway etc.). Moreover when combined with the shots of the
driver and passenger then allowed us to analyse what they were looking at, when and how visible
features were brought to the attention of one another. It was not entirely irrelevant to everyday
activities either since the landscape or events ahead of the car was often a resource in establishing
topics for discussion or indeed moving into the closings of various conversations as destinations
were reached and so on (Laurier et al., 2008). What was missing in leaving the camera with this
fixed perspective on the road ahead was the view out of the side windows which was often all the
more likely to be topicalised by rear seat passengers (e.g. ‘did you see that cute little dog mum?
mum, can we get a dog? can we?’)
While the rear-view camera set-up captured a great deal, it was by no means a panoptic device and
the car is certainly not a panoptic architecture. Quite what children were up to in left and rightsided positions in the backseat is hidden, as many of the children knew and utilised for naughtiness,
or, treated as a problem of parental attention. Full fish-eye lenses produce all manner of perspectival
artefacts that make it “diﬃcult to recover the orientation of the participants, both where they were
looking at any moment and what objects they might be looking at” (Luﬀ & Heath, 2012) p260.
Even a semi-fish-eye lens bent the visual field and usually made it appear that the driver and
passenger were facing away from one another when actually they had been facing ahead. Given that
the project interested in the gestural and embodied aspects of their interactions the stance produced
by turning away from one another rather than being side-by-side is consequential.
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Numerous crime thrillers recover the details of car number-plates, name badges, signs and all
manner of legible writing in crime scenes from muddy CCTV footage. One thing that we learnt
from using standard definition cameras is that this utterly impossible. The pixel is as low as it goes,
there is no hidden material that can be enhanced by software. If you blow video up you just get
squares (or rectangles (there is an obscure technical reason for this which I will spare you)). As
Latour pointed out one of the overlooked features of road environments (not to mention railway
stations and airports) is that they are literally read-able, dotted (and sometimes plastered) with all
manner of signposts, labels, advertising and so on. To recover the textual details of certain
environments meant that the project bought itself a set of maps of the areas where our participants
were driving. In the case of using the London A to Z (fig 1) we reconstructed what the driver would
have been looking at by consulting the A to Z ourselves (a technique also used for understanding
the London Underground operations by (Luﬀ & Heath, 2012)). High Definition cameras have
begun to make available some of the textual details of maps and the roadside though still not in the
ways that they are legible to participants at the time. There are, of course, even higher definition
formats that should begin to approach what drivers and passengers can read.
Set-up 3: Multiple mini cameras - a shifting patchwork of perspectives
Over the last decade attaching cameras to helmets has become part of recording the excitement of
mountain-biking and street-racing. The resulting recordings are then usually heavily edited and set
to music to dramatise the accomplishments and hazards of these extreme sports. For ethnographers
of mobility the existing video-velo-culture has made using headcams to study extreme cycling
minimally disruptive because it fits into an existing ecology of the leisure practice. Moreover the
project of recording the cycling has established an immediate purpose and point of commonality in
a shared desire to work out camera set-ups, thereby easing ethnographers into the study of these
practices (K. M. Brown & Spinney, 2009). Katrina Brown (K. M. Brown, Dilley, & Marshall, 2008)
and Justin Spinney (Spinney, 2011) have lead the field in collecting video recordings from and of
extreme cycling.

Fig 4 Helmet Cam, screen grab from https://vimeo.com/16765728 (accessed Oct 2012).
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The head-cam set-up seems to promise a perspective from the eyes of the cyclist, though Brown and
Spinney are quick to alert us to the fact that the camcorder’s field of view is not convergent with
where the cyclist is looking. As with the fixed front-facing cameras earlier, the head-cam has a
narrower field of view and, for the cyclist, it is trained upon the direction of their helmet rather than
their eyes. The cyclist’s work of watching involving: flicking up and down between the immediate
terrain under the wheels and the more distant features of road or track that they are approaching. As
Brown and Spinney also argue, it is not only that this set-up misses what the cyclist looks at and
how they go about monitoring the way ahead, it misses that they use their hearing, their balance,
their kinaesthesia and more, together to make sense of their mobile environment (Ingold, 2011).
As much it misses it also captures; otherwise missed details of what happens at high speed and
without rest (Büscher, 2006). The familiar settling of the bet by Muybridge but this time against the
ethnographer’s pen and whether it might be able to stay on the page. What Brown and Spinney also
used their video for was to review the recordings with cyclists in order to elicit more detailed
descriptions of cycling practices from their participants. Their rather lovely twist is that visual
materials from the camcorder when talked through by participants played down the visual aspects of
the recording in favour of the detailed description of embodied practices (Spinney, 2011).
Muybridge’s apparatus of capture is finally returned to its subjects allowing their “fleeting and
ephemeral movements to be played back, what was previously deemed impossible to reflect upon or
seemingly insignificant can be dissected in detail’ p167.

Fig 5. Youtube video of Danny MacAskill http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cj6ho1-G6tw (accessed Oct
2012)
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In considering trials riding Spinney shifted back to recordings of the bike riders rather than from a
headcam worn by researcher or participant. Once again this borrows from the recording practices of
the cyclists. Trial riding (a sort of parcour-on-bicycle) oﬀers itself for recording from a third party
perspective to catch the spectacular skills of cyclists jumping, balancing and flipping their bicycles
across all manner of urban features (Saville 2010). Spinney also used a third form of recording,
return to earlier set-ups that had not worked quite so well with extreme cycling but did work more
eﬀectively in this circumstance. The researcher followed the cyclist as they travelled along their
familiar routes, again the purpose was to use the recording as a way of reflecting upon the journey
with the participant.

Fig 5 Joe “going with the flow” from Spinney (2011: 170)
Recording the cyclist themselves has only really been accomplished as part of racing sport coverage
by filming from a vehicle ahead of the cyclist. The disruption and complexity of filming cyclists has
set this approach aside as unusable outside of sports coverage and professional film-making. What
Spinney’s approach begins to outline is set-up that might allow the capture of moments of cycling
as they happen.
It is Paul McIlvenny (McIlvenny, 2013) who has recently established a camera set-up that captures
how we cycle together. His set-up does not work for the lone cyclist but has provided the means to
record a number of settings where groups cycle together. These are, anyway, settings of great interest
to scholar of mobility: cycling in traﬃc, cycling as a family, commuting on bicycle togethers etc.
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Fig. 6 Bike to bike camera set-up from McIlvenny (forthcoming)
In initial studies of a child learning to ride in the city in 2010 McIlvenny utilised the unusual
construction of Danish Christiana bikes to mount several cameras on the one bicycle to provide
perspectives on himself and his daughter and the road ahead and behind. Alongside recording father
and daughter on the same bike he also began experimenting with recording his daughter riding her
bicycle beside him.
In his second series of vélo studies he drew upon lessons from the first studies to then mount
multiple small wide-angle cameras, designed for recording extreme sports, on multiple bikes (fig 6).
The recording of cyclists is thus done from the frames of each bike, providing a large enough
distance to bring other cyclists into shot. The shifting placement of the bikes in relation to each
other does mean that they slip out of shot fairly regularly yet there are still a large enough collection
of episodes collected for analysts of vélomobility to study later. While you are probably imagining
using multiple cameras at the same time then leads to weeks spent synching the recordings, happily
high end automatic camera synching now comes as standard with a number of video editing apps.
What I want to cover briefly in this section is then how McIlvenny’s approach can be borrowed for
recording walking. It is not incidental that the road movie is a conventional cinematic genre and the
pavement movie is not. Filming and recording conversations inside vehicles is relatively easy because
people stay roughly where they are, close enough to camera and microphone. Filming people on the
pavement, walking across moorland or even just walking down an oﬃce corridor requires either
cameras themselves on tracks and wheels following the walkers or multiple set-ups. None of those
professional requirements bode well for social scientists interested in recording walking.
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Fig. 7 William H Whye’s camera perched over the street (Whyte 2009)
The classic early studies of pavement life in US cities by William H Whyte (Whyte, 1985; 2009)
were shot from parapets above the urban pedestrians. Whyte’s camera set-up of the ‘view from
slightly above’ was returned to by ethnomethodologists with a concern for the organisational
practices used by walkers to make their walking intelligible and accountable (Lee & Watson, 1993;
Ryave & Schenkein, 1974). More recent studies with a concern the looks of environment from the
walker’s perspective reproduced it by following their movements with a handheld camera
(Weilenmann, Normark, & Laurier, 2012). Like Spinney’s following on bike set-up this is reliant on
the researcher maintaining the perspective, it provides limited perspectives and is not really practical
for extended recordings of walking practices.
Recording walking practices at ground level has become technically possible with the arrival of
micro video cameras. These tiny cameras can use human clothing and luggage as the moving bipod
McIlvenny’s studies of cycling. Groups of pedestrians are fitted with clip-on cameras, cameras on
lanyards (fig 7) and/or cameras in spectacles or hats that then provide then multiple perspectives on
their fellow walkers. This particular set-up appears to provide relatively stable shots, ongoing audio,
if a shifting patchwork of perspectives. As cameras grow yet smaller and their image stabilisation
more eﬀective we can look forward to being able to capture more of what happens while we walk
and the related temporal features and spaital organisation of all manner of varied pedestrian
practices.
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Fig 8 - multiple cameras attached to pedestrians from (B. Brown, Laurier, & McGregor, 2013)

What’s still missing
Having begun with Muybridge’s early recordings and continued from there I have attended to the
visual and almost entirely ignored the capture of the auditory aspects of mobility. I am guilty, as
many videographers are, of leaving the audio to take care of itself. Unlike the visual field, the audio
field from most consumer camcorders seems wide enough to capture the background noise, the
vocal utterances and more. There is though an equally fine art to capturing the details of audio that
are perceptible to moving subjects. In the car the details of the backseat conversations go unheard
just as what else goes on there goes unseen. Cyclists hear motor vehicles approaching them from
behind and may adjust speed or location or simply glance over their shoulder. There is, simply, more
to what we can hear, where we hear it and how it is heard from one person to another in a group.
There other things missing that will inevitably be missing. While smaller, lighter and higher
resolution recordings of mobile practices seem to oﬀer the opportunity to capture ever more of the
visual embodied organisation of mobile practices we should not forget that recordings always and
inescapably lose their phenomena. It is in the video recording’s nature as a recording rather than the
thing itself (Raﬀel, 1979). That recordings always leave something out does not obviate us from
trying to record the world at all nor of our exercising our skill and thought in the selection and
handling of our recording devices.
Finally, in studying mobile practices with video I would suggest we need to rephrase if not give up
the slogan that video is an ‘aid’ to the sluggish imagination. Yes it does help in confronting the
student of mobility with a far more complex and finely organised set of human, animal and machine
practices than they could have imagined. But, it is easy enough for the sluggish to fail to respond
with imagination, to look past or away from what is before them, especially when it looks so like
their everyday encounter with it rendered on to a screen. What video also requires is for us to
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exercise our imagination in responding to the glimpses, breaths, oversteers, near-misses, family
homework that it records in overwhelming detail. It is a motion recording of mobility that is far, far
from the temporary fix of the tickbox, scale or numeric summary of travel by car [ ], bicycle [ ], or
on foot [ ].
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